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BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

VOL.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
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NO.3

The Student Cooperative SCA Constitution and make Evaluation will work on a
Association held its first meeting proposals to the SCA . A questionnaire. Another
of the year 18 of September,
Registration Committee would Committee will work on the
4:00 PM in the Seminar Room go over research the registration grading system.
of Boyden Hall.
Plocedures at various schools
A proposal was made to
After a moment of silent and join with the faculty in
meditation and a role call, the proposing changes. Hopefully make faculty advisors optional
secretary gave details on the last this committee will be able to to student clubs and
meeting. Among these minutes come up with some changes in organizations. However, it was
were discussions on a fee system , the current registration by next not known exactly what the
leadership conference, and the semester. A Committee on rules concerning this matter are.
changing of the name of the Student Rights and Freedoms It was suggested that an advisor
Campus Comment to The will draw up statements on just must be present and that to
what righ ts and freedoms we make them optional we must
Comment.
The treasurer reported that have .
appeal to a higher authc,rity than
Two Student-Faculty the SCA. A motion was passed
as of 1 August 1969 there was
$ 97. 13 in the treasury. A small Committees were proposed . A
to establish a committee to
amount was used for the Committee on Teacher study faculty advisors.
purchase of keys.
Pres~dent
Bob Mancini
announced that 27 September
there will be a .Leadership
by Greg Lee
Conference open to the entire
BRIDG EWATER . .. "Most
college. There will be a .c offee
"We spend millions" . Baird
college students are behind me , pointed out, "on developing
hour before the conference and
so far behind me that I can't see birth' control plans for India and
a luncheon afterwards. Two
them." With these words, Bill other Asian countries, but it is
speakers will attend .
Baird, in his second appearance still a crime to talk about it or
The Student Relations
on the Bridgewater campus, practice it here
in
Committee met at Worcester.
challenged the audience to take Massachusetts. "
Faculty , trustees and students
a stand and fight against the
But, as Baird pointed out ,
met there to establish broad
antiquated and totalitarian sex the whole issue of birth control
policies for all state colleges.
will become academic, because
laws of Massachusetts.
Among the proposals were: 1)
there
will be so many people in
is
an
advisor
to
Baird
,
who
Board of Trustees and college' to
the Senate of New York and this country that the
establish its own partnership; 2)
who has been asked by President government will have to take
each campus to have its own
Nixo n to advise the President's
CIVIC
life ; 3) assistance to
Commission Ol'l Birth Control, is
association for free speech and
now facing a three month jail
press; 4) non-disruptive
sentence for giving a can of
demonstrations are acceptable;
contraceptive foam to a 22 year
5) internal channels of
old Boston University coed , last
communication to make known
grievances are to be kept open. year. (The same type of
contraceptive may be bought by
and made known to the student
anyone in Zayre's department
body ; 6) equal opportunity for
stores and carries a nine-cent
all. Unfinished business from the
state sales tax . .. HYPOCRISY?)
last meeting and still unfinished,
includes: no elected treasurer or
"8000 babies are born every
assistant treasurer, and the hour, 70 million are born every
Student Judiciary. Elections will year, and within the next 100
be held in the beginning of years there will be one person
October for the vacant offices for every square foot of land in
and there will be a seminar on the world. When two-thirds of
steps to cut and regulate the
. the world is hungry , now, what
the Judiciary 25 September.
birth 'rate. Then birth control
The Class Constitution was will happen to these people? will be required of everyone for
acce pted by a vote of 12- 2 after There are simply too many
national survival. (What we don' t
some de bate.
people and not enough to feed rto on our own, the government
Next up for discussion were them."
I t was· a grim and ugly will have to do for us, later, and
various committees. First of all
not always to our liking or our
it was declared that the SCA picture that Baird drew for the
control. .. 1984)
but
he
brought
the
audience.,
favored greater non-SCA
The Massachusetts law reads
members on these committees. issue close to home when he
explained that the birth rate in that, in part, no one may "sell,
Three student committees
Harlem , Roxbury, and other lend , exhibit, advertise, or cause
were proposed . A Constitution
under-privileged areas was the to be manufactured" any birth
Committee would go over the same as India's or Pakistan's.
control device or information.

'BRIDGEWATER Over 300
Bridgewater State College
students could face a serious
emotional problem this
year-according to statistics
which indicate that at least 10%
of the student body at each
American college and university
suffer such a difficulty each
year. For the first time in its
history, this school has a trained
psychologist on campus to help
students who may encounter
adjustment problems or
emotional disturbances.
Dr. James T. Lester has been
appointed to the newly created
post of school psychologist , and
dur~ng ' a recent interview he
outlined his policies and plans
for the future . "One of the
important features of this
counseling service ," said Dr.
Lester, "is that it will be strictly
confidential. My files are closed,
and they will not be opened."
To us as students, this means
that the administration will not
be allowed access to sensitive
information about us, and
therein lies the success of the
counseling service.
In the 'past, if a Bridgewater
student was troubled
emotionally, he had the limited
choices of going to the Student
Personnel Office and asking for
help, or seeking out a friend
either at home or in the College
community whom he had
confidence in and felt he could
trust. There are two good
reasons, why most students
would not go to the
administration if they had such a

problem : In the first place , most
people are reluctant to dif,c r' f.~
their innermost thoughts and
fee 1i n gs with
comparative
strangers, and, secondly , many
of the students I discussed this
with expressed the fear that
somewhere, in some record or
someone's memory , a note
• might be made that Jane Jones
sought help for an emotional
disturbance, and future careers
could be jeopardized. Whether
this fear is groundless or not
doesn't matter, because if one
student who needs help, perhaps
desperately needs help , and is
reluctant to get it, then a
dangerous situation exists .
Dr. Lester comes to
Bridgewater after a number ofyears of experience as a clinical
and research psychologist,
including two years of service as
Chief Psychologist in a Los
Angeles hospital. He explained
that he will devote half of his
time to counseling, and the
balance to his duties as
Psychology Department
Chairman and lecturer. The
hours he will be available to
students are:
Monday 11-12 a.m. & 1-3 p.m.
Tuesday 10-12 a.m. & 2-3 p.m.
Wednes. 10-12 a.m. & 1-2 p.m.

Bill Baird At Bse
This includes Life, Look, or any
other magazine's advertising of
the "pill". It also includes
Cardinal Cushing c:nd Monsignor
Conway who authorized a
pamphlet for Catholics entitled
The Rhythm Method. It includes
Zayre's department store and
countless drug stores that
exhibit and sell birth control
devices. Yet, Baird is the only
person to be prosecuted under

this law. Why? To use Baird's
own words,
T he rich may purchase
abortions. They can travel to
where they are legal, or bribe
their way into hospitals under
false pretenses, but what about
the poor? .. The thousmd s of
women, black and white, who
cannot afford clinical abortions
(in other countries) who die at
the hands of quacks every year,
what about them?

Friday 10-12 a.m.
Dr. Lester's office is located
on the first floor of the Men's
Dormitory on Lower Campus, a
place of quiet solitude far
removed from the hubbub of the
rest of the campus.
It
would
be
an
understatement to say that Dr.
Lester
a man of wide
experience, for in addition to his
work as a clinical psychologist ,
he has climbed Mt. Everest
(1963), served as Dean of
Students at the University of
Maryland Overseas Branch in
Munich, Germany , and served in
the Peace Corps for two years,
where he met Dr. Joseph Moore,
Chairman of , Bridgewater's
Behavioral Science Division, who
influe.nce Dr. Lester to come
here.
During our interview Dr.
Lester emphasized that he would
be available to BSC students to.
discuss anything they wished,
and was not limiting his services
to students with emotional
difficulties. He admitted that
Bridgewater was a "late-comer"
in regards to counseling in
comparison to many schools
t hat even have resident
(Continued on Page 5)
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BRIDGEWATER COMMENT

September 2S, 1969

EDITORIAL

In Defense Of The
Student Judiciary
Editor' s note: The following editorial was solicited by THE COMMENT of
former Editor-in-Chief and four year delegate from the class of 1969 to the
Student Cooperative Association Council Michael J. Maguire. Mr. Maguire with
current State College Coordinator Scott D. Bennett co-authored the proposed
Student Judiciary Constitution last spring after a seven-month study of the
handling of disciplinary problems at this and other colleges.
As this issue of THE COMMENT is distributed around the Bridgewater
campus containing the concluding section of the proposed Student Judiciary
Constitution, the debate in the Student Cooperative Association Council over
the Judiciary proposal is just beginning. The context of that debate should be
the statement of the purpose in the proposal:
"The purpose of the Student Judiciary is to adjudicate fairly violations of
rules and regulations established by designated authorities within the college
community of Bridgewater State College. The system reflects the primary
commitment of the college to student involvement in the judicial process.
Further, the Student Judiciary represents a conce~t that the disciplinary
process should not be exclusively punitive but should III fact be an educational
process which fosters individual responsibility."
Although it is difficult to adjudge the possibilities of passage in its present
form by the SCA council and, subsequently, President Rendileau, there can be
no doubt 'that this proposal JUST IN ITS MAKING represents a number of
radical departures from the Bridgewater status quo - and undeniably for the
better.
Where do disciplinary powers now lie? With the exception of certain
limited powers granted to the dormitory house-boards (they can do as they
like as long as it is in accordance with the Division of Student Personnel),
these powers rest with the Division of Student Personnel. Even inside the
dorms, proctors and resident councilors are hired by the administration, often,
as this year, with several appointments going to persons opposed by the House
Board, of Great Hill Men's. Outside of the dorms, such undefined disciplinary
powers as do exist are exercised entirely by the division of Student Personnel,
with no student participation of any king. This is not intended to portray the
current situation as a sinister plot against the rights of students. For an earlier,
more passive breed of students, it probably worked to everyone's satisfaction.
It no longer works - satisfactorily or otherwise. The time has come to shift
control of disciplinary powers to the students, as control over student flllance~
and student organizations has been shifted, as influence is being granted
students over their curricula. This last, important bastion of student life left
uncontrolled by students must fall, and shall fall with the passage of the
proposed Student judiciary.
The proposal leaves the ultimate disciplinary authority in the hands of the
College President (a practicle move), but recognizes that all but a very small
number of offences can be handled quite qdequately by responsible students
- very much in the tradition of Western Jurisprudence which calls for trial BY
ONE.S PEERS and NOT by the Lord of the Manor. The proposal in no way
lessens the power of the dormitory house boards - it merely provides an
efficient appeals procedure, something which any judicial system must have.
(Currently appeals to house board decisions are referred directly back to the
same board; under the Judiciary proposal, appeals would be made to the
Judiciary, a separate, uninvolved, dispassionate body. The right of efficient,
fair appeal of judicial decisions is a basic human right -and it does not exist
in our current system.)
Conversely, the Judiciary cannot be ONLY an appeals board. The intent
of the Judiciary is to handle all infractions, except civil and criminal, by
students, this means commuters as well as dorm students choosing to appeal
other decisions. Consequently, the judiciary must have both its own judicial
facet and appeals facet.
There are other departures in this proposal which have not been entirely
well-received in some quarters. The method of selecting Justices is somewhat
complicated; but it is intended to create a balance between complete control
of this body by the SCA council, which last year's council did not deem
advisable, and complete direct control by the student body at large. Complete
control by either sector would be ill-advised, leading as it concievably might to
selection by political influence or pure popUlarity. Under the given system,
both selection and removal of justices is shared by the SCA council and the
general student body, both processes are made sufficiently difficult to
maintain a reasoned balance. Another departure is the inclusion of "Not
Proven" among the possible verdicts which the judiciary may bring to bear.
Although this verdict would seem to leave a shadow of doubt over defendants
which a simple "Innocent" verdict would otherwise dispell, it is intended tp
provide for the kind of disciplinary problem the judiciary will probably be
dealing with. Evidence presented is likely to be of a highly circumstancial
nature; the presence of such a verdict system would give a justice an
alternative to voting guilty in case where the evidence is too strong to permit
an " Innocent" verdict. Such a verdict would nevertheless result in dismissal of
charges.
In the fmal analysis, though, the arguments in favor of the Judiciary are
simple.
I. It will centralize and docify both the rules and the disciplinary
procedures of the college.
2. It will put the disposition of disciplinary problems on accepted grounds
of judicial procedure, and eliminate present haphazzard "kangaroo court"
procedures.
3. It will put judicial power - power over our lives - where it belongs in the hands of the students.
There COMMENT urges its passage, in toto, in the strongest possible
terms. There creation of Student Judiciary may well be the most curcial move
toward s students rights on this campus by the SCA councilor anyone else, of
this decade. It must pass.
Co-signers :
Richard M. Brown
Gregory Lee
Scott Bennett
Jeanne Carrigan
Van Hayhow

seA

Seeks
Opinions

seA President , J . Robert
Mancini , announ ced that the
F irst General SC A Discussion
Hour will be h e ld in the Horace
Mann Auditorium on Tuesday ,
Septe mbe r 3 0th , 3rd hour.
T he
purpose
of
these
Discu ssio n s Hours is tu get
st u de n t o pinio n on the issue
faci ng the college co mmmunity .
T h e SC A hop es to run th ese
o pe n fo rums at least once a
month to insure a co n tin u o us
d ia logue between st ude nts and

their representatives.
The Discussion Hour next
Tuesd ay will center on the
proposed
Student
Judiciary
which should be coming up for a
vote
in the Council next
Thursday . Discussion of other
issues will also be welco m e d.
Stude n ts are urge d to a ttend in
o rder to beco me familiar with
THEIR S tud ent government and
to ta k e an act ive part in the
sh a p ing of its p olicies.

Student Judiciary

part II

Article V
Procedure
Section 1: A quorum for a Judiciary hearing or session shall consist of at least
five Justices.
Section 2: In all proceedings, either hearings or sessions, the defendant is
assumed innocent until proven builty. Hence, the entire burden of proof shall
rest upon the prosecution.
Section 3: Hearings
a. The Judiciary shall meet on alternate weeks in hearings to determine what
cases shall be heard in regular Judiciary session.
b. These hearings shall consider the following general areas:
1. appeals of decisions made in previous disciplinary proceedings made
by a convicted defendant who claims new evidence, a breach of
justice, or the like, specifically including previous proceedings of the
StUdent Judiciary itself and the dormitory house boards.
2. complaints flied with the Chief Clerk by the Office of Student
Personnel against students who have violated college regulations.
c. The purpose of the hearing shall be to acquaint the Judiciary with the
facts of a case sufficiently so that it might determine if the case falls
within its jurisdiction or if there is a legitimate reason for initiating
proceedings.
Section 4: Complaints
a. After a hearing has determined a ligitimate need for charges to be brought
against an individual, a complaint shall be delivered to the accused person
or persons, at least three days prior to the trial.
b. The complaint shall contain a brief statement of the facts alleged to
constitute the offenses charged, including the name of the individual
bringing the charges against the defendant, and shall specify the date,
time, and place of the trial.
c. The defendant may petition the Judiciary for a delay in trial at the next
regularly scheduled session.
Section 5: Regular Judiciary Sessions
a. The Judiciary shall meet in regular session on alternate weeks to hear cases
forwarded to the Judiciary by hearing and still on the agenda from
previous sessions.
_
b. All trials shall be public in nature, except in unusual cases where the best
interests of the defendant will be most protected by restricting
attendance. The Judiciary may then call for executive session.
c. The prosecution case shall be presented by :
1. the Chief Clerk, acting as reader and secretary, reading facts and
charges brought against a student by an administrator, campus
policemen, or other student or non-student, connected with the
college.
2. a prosecutor, designated by a dorm house board, to present charges
and facts in cases directly or indirectly connected with an appeal to a
decision made by that dorm house board in a disciplinary proceeding.
d. The defense shall be conducted by the defendant or by some person
designated by the defendant to conduct the defense.
e. Rules of formal procedure shall Tlot apply. The Judiciary shall adopt, by
simple majority vote, and publish such general rules of pr9cedure as may
be necessary, determine questions of procedures, and the admissibility of
evidence, but no rule or determination may be contrary to this
Constitution or the Codification of the Judiciary.
f. Verdicts of the Judiciary shall be given by a simple majority written vote
of the justices, collected and recorded by the Chief Clerk. "Guilty,"
"Innocent," and " Not Proven" shall constitute possible verdicts.
1. Decisions are to be made in open court on the final day of Judiciary
proceedings on an individual case, except in the defined "unusual
cases." Formal decisions, majority and minority shall be written if a
request to that effect is made by either the defendant or one of the
Justices. Written decisions shall be recorded by the Chief Clerk, along
with the vote and decision in general cases, and made available to the
Justices and posted throughout the campus.
2. All justices hearing a case must vote, and the decisions must be
available within five days.
3. " Innocent" and "Not Proven" verdicts will result indismissal of
charges.
4. "Guilty" verdicts will result in sentencing by a simple majority of the
Judiciary, after public discussion in which defense and prosecution
may participate, prescribing one of the Pllnishments allowed the
JUdiciary, or to recommend action to the President of the College.
Article VI
Finances
Section 1: Clerical and other expenses of the Student Judiciary shall be pai<\
through accrued rmes and such funds allocated by the Student Cooperative
Association Council as may be necessary for the efficient operation of the
Judiciary.
Section 2: The Student Judiciary account shall be administered by the Chief
Clerk, who shall be designated as Treasurer. Fines and other assesments in
excess of the reasonable levels needed to administer the Judiciary shall be
contributed to the Student Cooperative Association Scholarship Fund at the
conclusion of the academic year.
Article VII
Faculty Advisor
Because of the unusual ,a nd specifically student-oriented nature of this
Judiciary, there shall be no designated faculty advisor. The Judiciary will, at
all times, seek out qualified advice in difficult problems, both inside and
outside the college community.
Article Vlll
Am endm ents
(Continued on Page 9)

LE'lTERS
TOTBE
EDITOR
Ho Chi Minh
Dear Sirs:
I must protest in the
strongest possible terms the
'Commenerative' Ho Chi-Minh
cartoon by T .J . Gallager in
COMMENT no.2. When virtually
every segment of American
society at least CLAIMS to
desire peace, although there is
considerable disagreement as to
what constitutes peace, it seems
the
height
of
editorial
irresponsibility to allow such
narrow denunciations of man
who is merely one-and not the
chief-criminal of this insane
war. You (and that means the
Editorial Board which allowed
this cartoon to be printed, as
well as the artist) cannot pin this
war on Ho. It is the result of
decades of French and United
States imperialism and paranoia
about
some
amorphous
Communist 'threat' which has
refused to allow the true
unification of Vietnam under an
political system which happens
to be unacceptable to us. As
long as the United States feels
that it has the right to determine
what
political system shall
prevail on any point on the
globe (i.e. one like our own),
then men like Ho, who are at
once Nationalists tinged with
Communist, Fascist, Monarchist ,
or whatever beliefs, of whatever
degree , will have every right in
the world to oppose us with the
ferocity
of men who are
defending
their
homeland
against invasion, as you and I
would do.
Ho has helped to kill many
with unnecessary brutality and
senseless hate. But were they to
die today , would Ho 's alter
numbers,
our
American
criminals
Westmoreland
and
Abrams, be treated with similar
allusions in THE COMMENT to
the Grim Reaper and bloody
peasants? I doubt it.
I view the mass insanity of
war with equal contempt for
both sides. But I find the cause
of Ho to be the more justified
and although many of my and
other
generations
will
die
senselessly in this war (to my
grea t sorrow ), my sy mp athy lies

"t
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Reply From the Eighth Grade II
I don't like the war because
NEW BE DFORD ...
it has nothing t o do with us and
The .:ighth graders also
many Americans are . dying
h a 'Ie opinions and ideas about
because of it . The leaders just sit
the Vietnam war and ' some
back and let everyone else fight .
solutions to the gun control
problem
I think it is needed because
3.
WHAT DO YOU THINK if we didn't fight before the U.S .
ABOUT THE VIETNAM WAR? would not be as strong as it is
It's awful because I don 't now an if we run from this war
know about it. And everybody we'll be forever degraced.
cries.
I feel that the people going
The
Vietnam
war
is to Vietnam War are very
something the United States courageous to leave then'. family
should have kept t~ere big nose to fight.
out of. It didn't concern the
I think that it is wrong
U.S. until Johnson put his and because if we hadn 't stuck out
the U.States nose in it.
big nose in it our boys would
I think its wrong because still be alive and my brother
the Vietnamese ' didn 't want out would be home.If we back out
help in the first place but we they 'll say we 're cowards (SO
went there anyway + now many WHAT). It takes more courage
of our Americans are being to back away than to fight.
killed for a cause they didn't
believe in anyway.
INTERVIEW:
I think that we should help
the S. Vietnamese fight because
we are obligated to but we
. should let them choose whether
they want democracy or not . I
wish the war would end , but . BRIDGEWATER ... What may
don't think we should withdraw be the only Indo-Anglian
troops all of a sudden but literature course offered in an
grad ually.
American college is being taught
It is a terrible political war. I her e
by
Dr.
Gut ala
feel now something is starting to Krishnamurti, who joined the
be done.
Bridgewater faculty this year. He
is a world renowned scholar of
I think the United States is English poet Francis Thompson,
dOing the right thing in Viet and is the founder and current
Nam, trying to help another secretary of a 115 member
country win its freedom .
society representing II countries
I feel that the Viet Nam that honors the poet who wrote
war, in the beginning, are the famous "Hound of Heaven."
government should sent nucleer
Dr. Krishnamurti is a soft
bombs to the north , they would spoken, highly articulate
individual, but one detects a
have surrendered a while ago .
considerable rise and edge in his
voice when he discusses the
American conception of his
native land. "All you ever hear
about is famine , filth , and
disease , and that is not a true
BRIDG EWATER .. .
picture of IndIa." He explained
Christian Fellowship
and the vast amount of culture his
Newman Club urge all interested country possesses, and blames
Sophomore, Junior and Senior the British primarily for
students to participate in their suppressing informati.on in the
tutoring program. Students who past which would put India in a
wish to tutor may have their favorable light. Dr. Krishnamurti
choice of a boy or girl pupil on is now engaged in a number of
the primary and secondary levels projects to rectify this situation, .
at the Burnell, Middle, and and judging by his past
performances, it shouldn't take
McElwain
Schools
in
him long. He certainly convinced
Bridgewater. The subjects taught this reporter, because I have
on the primary level are math, already signed up for his
reading,
spelling,
and Indo - Anglian course next
handwriting, or a combination semester. Why don't you try it?
may
change your
of any of these. Secondary It
subjects correlate with the misconceptions about India.
Dr. Krishnamurti founded
secondary curriculum.
Tutoring is done once or the Francis Thompson Society
twice a week after school for in London and organized the
first exhibition of Thompson's
one or two hours between 3: 15
work in the poet's own country.
and 5 :00PM. The amount of In addition, he has published
time depends upon the amount several books on the subject, is a
of free time you have, and the member of the Royal Society of
needs of the child that you Literature, and his name will
tutor. All materials for the appear in the forthcoming
lessons are provided by the edition of the International
"Who's Who." An impressive list
child's teacher.
of literary credentials, indeed,
considering that literature was
LETTERS
Dr. Krishnamurti's second
(Continued from Page 2)
choice of vocational pursuit. "I
wanted to become a medical
with that couse .
the Editorial Board of this doqor," he told this reporter
new paper cannot hide behind during a recent interview, "but I
the editorial freedom which it had difficulty with the sciences,
chemistry in particular, and an
gives to its writers and artists in
aptitude for literature, so my
this matter : you all share the secondary school principal
responsibility for the publication suggested that I pursue the
of this one-sided denunciation. latter. "
Michael J . Maguire
Dr. Krishnamurti first heard
Editor-in-Chief 1968-1969
of the poet whom he would
Hd. Note: Unless oth erwise devote most of his life to
delineated cartoons in
th e studying when he was a young
editorial section are the opinion student in his native India . He
0/ th e artist and do not was writing a play in English ,
necessarily reflect th e opinions and when he had difficulty in
0/ the newpaper as an translating certain idioms, he
sought help from a Greek friend
orf{all iza t ion,.

IF YOU WER E IN A
POSITION
TO
DO
SOMETHI NG ABOUT GUN
CONTROL, WHAT WO ULD
YOU DO ?
I would make it so that men
under 90 have guns. I figure men
near 90 w~l be dying in about 4
years and would not have guns
in the first place.
Only let officers who can be
trusted an no one else who is
underpriveleged .
Personally I would consider
licenses , because if there were no
guns there might be another
means of killing something or
someone which may be more
destructive.
think
honestly
that
I
everone over 21 should own a
gun for protections sake.
Get the guns licensed!

nobody under 25 should have a
dangerous gun .
I would p ast a law that said
no one is allowed to have guns
and if they wanted guns to go
hunting they could just rent
them for a day and no more.
Nobody should have a gun
for
protection
or
sport.
Policemen s hould as long as
they are turned in every day and
bulets too. the gun situation is
too bad .
I think that all people
possessing firearms should be
tested (as drivers) to prove that
they are safe enough to handle
them.
I would not sell guns any
more so there wouldn't be any
assanations any more.
I'd outlaw guns completely.
If you only licensed ' them, a

person who wants to kill
somebody bad enough, he'll kill
him no matter what. If you gave
them to everyone, we'd kill each
other off.
I think only the people
working for the country like the
FBI and the cops should only
have guns. _
No , I would not outlaw guns
but I would make this a law . No
one under 25 may own a gun
and they must have a license and
pay at least $ 25.00 for it the
license would state no shooting
unless hunting and various
other things.
No one can really do
anything about it because police
will all ways have to carry a gun
and anyone will always be .able
to get one just as easy as minner
get liqure .

Dr. Gutala Krishnamurti

Tutoring
Project

by Faye
who spoke English. His friend's
parents arrived from Greece
during his visit and he became
friendly with them. His friend's
mother was English, apd she
suggested that an interesting area
for the future doctor to
investigate was Francis
Thompson, an English poet who
had died in relative obscurity in
1907 . Dr. Krishnamurti followed
her advice and went to the
library to read some of
Thompson's poetry. "I read
twenty lines of ' Hound of
Heaven'," he recalls, "and
abandoned Francis Thompson ."
Later, after his graduation from
Andhra University in India, he
was appointed to the school's
faculty and eventually was
selected to attend an English
Teacher's Conference in
Calcutta. During this convention
he met a woman professor of
English and he asked her to
consider him for a research
assistant . He was surprised when
she suggested that Francis
Thompson might be a good
su bject to pursue, but he
explained that he had tried to
read the "Hound of Heaven"
and simply didn' t care for the
poet's style. "Try reading
'Daisy'," she replied, which he
did, and as it seems fate must
have intended, Dr. Krishnamurti
began the formal study that
interest in an almost forgotten
English poet.
He _spent a great deal of
money in the succeeding years
acquiring books on Thompson
because he had to send to
England for them,-' and in one
instance he paid out two months
of salary for a shipment.
Dr. Krishnamurti left India
in 1961 to pursue his doctoral
studies of Thompson in England ,
but the I-ndian government,
displeased at the fact he was to
study an English poet, refused
his request to carry money out
of the country. He left India for
the 18 day trip to London with
exactly $12.00 in his pocket and
the promise of a job in a
bookstore earning $22.00 a
week upon his arrival.
He spent his one and a half
days off per week studying and
touring the country in an effort
to meet people who either knew
the poet personally or
appreciated his works, and giving
lectures on Thompson to earn
extra money. It was during this
period that Dr. Krishnamurti
founded the Thompson Society
and began making plans for the
exhibition l:f the poet's works.
In 1965 he returned to India and
received his Ph.D. from Sougar

Collins
University after presenting his
thesis which was entitled
"Francis Tho'mpson : A Critical
Biography."
Dr. Krishnamurti published
two books on Thompson, and
shortly thereafter received an
invitationtocometotheUnited
States to teach at Providence
College. He accepted t!le--position because information
had reached him which indicated
that Boston College had a
collection of unpublished
Thompson papers, and he hoped
that he might be able to copy
the manuscripts . After
com pie ting his ' duties at
Providence College he had plans
to return to India, but the
collection at Boston College
proved larger than he had
expected, so he began to look
for a position that wouldn't be
far from Boston and that would

allow him the time he Eeeded
for research. When Bridgewater
State College offered him such a
position, and expressed an
in t ere s t i n pre sen tin g
Indo-Anglian literature, he
gladly accepted.
Dr. Krishnamurti was an
avid movie fan when he was a
student ; he once saw 27 movies
in 30 days, a mi spent- a great
deal of time doing crossword
puzzles. "Too much time," he
collected enough money for the
first four months' of the school
year, and his ' brothers relented
and promised to send him half
the amount they had ,previously
supplied . .
Dr. Krishnamurti supported
himself in college by running a
paper ' route and teaching an
adult education course, and
saved money by cocking his own
food.
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IT'S COME TO THIS
by Greg Lee
Pete Seeger is known for
many things in this country. His
banjo and his voice have been
heard wherever, and whenever
there were rights to be won,
people to be freed, or peace to
be found. His strong positions
f or Civil rights, the Peace
Movement, and organized labor
have made him both widely
loved and widely hated. Call him
prophet or demon, traitor or
patriot, there can be no neutral
response to this man.
Somewhere, a few years
back, an idea took root in the
mind of Pete Seeger. With his
idea, his voice, and more than a
few sympathetic neighbors,
Seeger, whose home is in the
Hudson River Valley, formed
the Hudson River Restoration
Project. The goal was to clean up
the now heavily polluted and
repulsive Hudson River. This
spring the hopes of the
'movement' received a boost,
when the Sloop 'Clearwater'
sailed out of Bristol Harbor,
Maine.
'Clearwater' is an exact
replica of the once numerous,
but now extinct, sailing craft
that ;>lied the Hudson in better
and cleaner days. With a crew of
fourteen, Seeger took the
'Clearwater' from port to port
along the East Coast giving
concerts to help raise the costs
of constructing the ship; but
more importantly to help drive

home the ecological facts of life
to the millions of careless,
greedy pigs who, either
intentionally or unintentionally,
are tearing up the land, polluting
the water and making America a
living Hell.

The crew contained some of
the biggest names in folk music.
Seeger; Alan Anapou, a singer
from the West Indies who served
as captain of the Clearwater
Gordon Bok, one of the best
known traditional folk singers;

The Reverend Fred Kirkpatrick,
a Baptist minister and a leader in
the Civil Rights Movement; Prof.
John Steiner, who besides being
an economist at Princeton is a
more than proficient banjoist
and singer. Different singers
came and , went but everyone on
board pitched in with the
business of sailing the schooner
and everyone pitched in with the
concerts. I t was a together
operation, and anyone who
heard their concerts couldn't
help but be moved by the
urgency in their voices, an
urgency to do something for a
dying America.
Pollution is eating away at
the heart and soul. of this land.
The-American-disposable-oneway-no-return- mentality has
cluttered the land with trash and
garbage filled the air with
poisons, and poured tons of crap
and
wastes into our
waterways .... All in the name of
PROGRESS.
1t is inconceivable that a
country that has mastered the
atom, cured polio, and other
MALE

dread
diseases,
and
magnificently put a man on the
moon could be so myopic. How
long will our air last at the
present rate of pollution, how
long will fresh water be available
if industries and communities
dump chemicals and crap into
our water? How much of this
land's beauty will be preserved,
if, in the name of progress, we
tear it apart and ravage it to
make a profit or for
convenience. The frontier is
dead, Frederick Jackson Turner
is dead, too. America is dying
from overindulgence.
So the Clearwater sailed this
summer. It was a beautiful but
tragic voyage. Tragic in the sense
that it ever had to be made in
the first place. Fourteen men
sang their heart out for America
and what are you going to do
about it?
'Yes, That's right it's
come to this,
Yes it's come to this ..
and wasn't it a long way
down.'
Judy Collins

HELP 'WANTED

MEN NEEDED TO HELP UNLOAD BANANA SHIPS AT FAll RIVER
STATE PIER FAll RIVER, MASS. EVERY THURSDAY. MEN Will BE
HIRED AT 7:30 A .M. AT THE FALL RIVER STATE PIER THURSDAY
FOR ONE DAY'S WORK. THE PAY IS $4.25 PER HOUR AS OF OCT. 1.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 993-4522 MON. THRU FRI.
BETWEEN 8 :00 A .M. and 5:00 P.M .
NEW BEDFORD STEVEDORING CORP.
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Ask The

Comment

I

Send questions·,to Ask THE
COMMENT , COMMENT
OFFICE, B.S .C., Bridgewater,
Ma. or dro~ them off in THE
COMMENT office . Ask THE
COMMENT about college life,
curriculum, or any matter
concerning student affairs.
Q.
Why have the on-campus
parking regulations been
changed from previous years to
exclude members of the Junior
class from parking in the
commuter's parking lot behind
Kelly Gym?
A.
This new regulation was
made primarily because of some
new parking problems which will
appear shortly Currently the
workers at t.he Student- Union
are parking on the land on which
the new Library is to be built.
When the construction of the
Library begins that parking area
will vanish and also because a
different company is building
the Library more workers' cars
will be here during the day .. The
students are going to have to put
up with this inconvenience but
certainly a new Student Union
building and library are worth it.
Q.
When will the basketball
court for which money was
appropriated by the Athletic Fee
Committee last spring be built
near Great Hill Dormitory?
A.
In recent CO'MMENT
article it was explained that a tie
up in Boston has held up the
building of the parking lot
extension. The parking lot
extension and the court were to
have been built together by the
same company. The court would
not be constructed alone
because the company would
change more than the $1200.00
allocated for it. Dean Deep had
no authority to allocate more
money so the construction was
postponed. Bids , are being
opened this week for the parking
.,lot extension so construction
will hopefully begin soon.
Q.
What is the latest excuse
that the college and the state are
giving for the failure to' build a
pedestrian overpass , from the
rear of the commuter's parking
lot behind Kelly Gymnisum to
the parking lot at the base of
Great Hill Representatives of
this college were told at a
legislative Seminar held at
Framingham State last January,
and reported in the COMMENT,
by John M. Cataldo, Chairman
of the board of trustees, that
construction under the heading
of Emergency ' Repairs was
assured for last summer. Is the
state waiting for someone to be
run over by a train before they
get around to acting?
A.
All that you have said is
true the footbridge shouid have
heen constructed and the
COMMENT hu a re~rtcr
checking the story . Information

DESERT'S
FU·TURE
In response to several
the
queries
concerning
possibility of paving a portion of
the Great Hill Desert I visited
Mr. Werner who is in charge of
such matters. He informed me
that the school has been allotted
$32 ,000 for
this purpose.
According to Mr. Werner bids
are now being accepted and the
contract will be awarded on
Sept. 25. Hopefully , work will
start soon after the bid has been
awarded,
with the project
completion date set at Oct . 10.

received so far has it that the
architects wanted $ 300,000 to
build it. The state turned it
down and was about to allocated
$15,000 to do a study to
determine the need for such a
footbridge. Mr. Werner and Dean
Harrington dealt with the matter
on a state house level and the
allocation of $125,000 for
building was granted. This figure
has been changed to $115,000
and no one will predict a
construction date.
Q.
Why has the word 'The'
been deleted from the name of
the newpaper? The proposed
change that was passed last year
by the Editorial Board and the
S.C.A. Council was to make the
name of the new paper 'The
Comment.'
A.
Editor-in-chief Dick
Brown explained that this year
the name is being superimposed
over pictures and the 'The' is
deleted so that the picture can
be seen and the name too.
Q.
As a worker at the recent
mass registration I was surprised
to notice that the language
Department has scheduled only
one section admitting fifty to
sixty students of LF-IOI as
opposed to five sections of
LF-l S 1, How can that
Department possibly justify such
a decision?
A.
Mr. Arruda explained that
the causes for the large 101
classes are undergraduate
students not preregistering,
freshman students who change
their minds, and increase in
special and transfer students and
the increasing number of
elementary education majors
taking a concentration in a
subject matter field. The number
of sectIOns are based upon
preregistration figures and
because they were inaccurate the
problem resulted. The Language
Department has taken steps to
alleviate the problem by making
a new section in Spanish 101 '
and French 101.

----------Professional Counseling (Continued from Page 1)
psychiatrists, but that he plans
to expand the department as
rapidly as possible to meet the
needs of this school which is
growing so quickly. The fact
that Bridgewater is expanding
was one of the reasons Dr.
Lester chose to come here, and
plans on staying here, "I've
se ttled in Bridgewater, and
intend to be here for a long
time," he said.
What is the biggest
problem that faces college
students today? "Cho,?sing life's
goals," Dr. Lester replied, but
added this is a vast
generalization of innumerable
individual problems, This
reporter mentioned that he was
aware of research being
conducted to determine the
effect of ,the pressure put on
freshmen college students to
choose a major area and be
bound by strict course
requirements. "I will be looking

into that area at Bridgewater,"
the Doctor replied, "and it is
certainly an interesting question,
but I cannot commit myself
until I've become better
acqainted with the college."
A s far as individual
Bridgewater students are
concerned, it would seem that
problems at home constitute the
greatest threat to mental
well-being, This is the conclusion
this reporter arrived at after
talking to a number of faculty
members who are known to be
close to the students. Mr. Louis
Schippers, who is an Assistant
Professor of Psychology and lias
been with the college for four
years, said "Students bring their
problemf. [0 college from their
homes," and adds, "because a
student moves physically from
home does not mean that he can
move emotionally as welL. ,a
great deal' of adjustment has to
be made," In regards to the

counseling service, Mr. Schippers
had been encouraging its
introduction here and reported
he was very pleased that it had
become a reality, He expressed
the hope that students will have
confidence in it and take
advantage of the help it can
offer.
Two of the p~ople who are
close to a counseling service at
Bridgewater are Reverend
Richard Huffines of the
Christian Fellowship and Father
John Daley of the Catholic
Center and Newman Club. "I
have great confidence in Dr.
Lester," Rev. Huffines said,
"and I hope that this is only the
initial step. It is my desire that
Bridgewater eventually have
psychiatrists on its staff for the
benefit of students." He stated
that the degree of the program's
su::cess will depend on how
much trust the students place in
it.

UNCLE BOB WANTS YOU
SCA
President,
Bob
Mancini, has announced the
need of students to serve on a
variety
of
student
and
student/faculty committees. the
aim of the SCA this year is to
involve
many
non-council
'members on these committees in
order to get a wider range of
opinion and diversification of
ideas.
Anyone interested in serving
on one of the following
committees should leave a note
with their name, address, phone
number, class and committee
desired on the SCA Bulletin
Board located on the first floor
of the Administration Building
or in the SCA Mailbox in the
Student Placement Office across
from the Student Personnnel
Office. Available committees are
a,s follows:
There are a limited amount
of openings on the Standing
Student-Faculty
committees:
Admissions Committee, opening
for 2 students; Honors Program
and
Adv.anced
Placement,
opening for 2 juniors or seniors ;
Maxwell Literary Fund, opening
for 3 students; Recruitment of
Students, 2 students needed ;
Library Committee, 6 students
Building
needed;
Library
I
Cummittee, opening for

student;
Student ' Union entire committee. Also, this
Committee, opening for 2 committee will work with the
faculty to draw up proposals
students.
In addition, some new whereby students could have an
student and 'student/faculty advisory voice in the rehiring
committees have just been and tenure of facultv.
REGISTRATION
created. Students are now
IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE.
needed to serve on these
This will begin as a student
committees:
committee whose job it will be
COMMITTEE
ON
to gather information from
STUDENTS
RIGHTS
AND
FREEDOMS .
This is a student committee
which will be chaired by Robert
Vaillancourt. The purpose of
this committee is to draw up a
statement of Students' Rights
and Freedoms which will be
submitted
to
the Student
Council for their approvaL Also,
this committee will draw up
proposals for a Student Advisory
Council which will assist and
advise, upon their request,
concerning
their rights
in
disciplinary cases.
TEACHER EVALUATION
COMMITTEE.
This will be basically a
student comm. where students
who are willing to do some'
Photo by Joe Sarna
paper and log work will be
other
colleges
and universitities
needed. A small segment of this
their
Registration
concerning
committee will. work with the
faculty
in
drawing up a Procedures. At a later date a
segment
of
this
satisfactory Teacher Evaluation smaller
will meet with
Questionnalfe which will be committee
distributed and compiled by the faculty and administrators in

I•

order to propose improvements
in
the present registration
procedures. It is important that
this committee begin work
immediately so that some
changes may possibly be made
before
second
semester
registration.
CONSTITUTION
r.OMMITTEE.
This committee will consist
of
SCA
Council
mostly
members, but a few non-council
members are oesired_ Its purpose
will be to go through the SCA
constitution and recommend
changes to the Council.
BRIDGEWATER
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.
This will be a student,
faculty,
and
administration
committee whose job it will be
to compile a complete and '
detailed report on every aspect
of Bridgewater State College.
Students are needt:d
t o db
research, compile inforrr.ation
and
type
GRADING
COMMITTEE.

MIME IS COMING
to BSC
October 13th-17th
Watch COMMENT for
further details
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, left to right, front: Edmund J. Rainsford, Peter Baumgartel, Paul
Branagan~ Kim Crowley. Back, Coach Ed Calabrese, Tom Steele, Ed Birchmore, Cory Powers,
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by Jim Doody
The Bridgewater State ~ears
will be out to avenge last years'
44-7 loss when they tangle with
Bates Saturday afternoon at
Lewisto'n , Maine. The contest
marks the season opener for
Bridgewater. Bates, coming off
last week's 31-14 triumph over
Middlebury is again expected to
be tough.
Bears Head Coach Pete
Mazzaferro
said
that
his
offensive game plan was to
establish an outside running
game, throw short passes, and
use the fullback up the middle.
the Bobcats employ a Notre
Dame
4-4
defense,
and
Mazzafero plans to use two
backs in a line-backer to clear
out the middle.
year gained over 100 yards

by T. Williams
Several colleges shall be
. kicking off their fall sports
schedule this week-end. The
Bears football team after three
to four weeks of practice and
two scrimmages should be up for
their
opener
with
Bates,
Saturday. The most worrisome
problem is injuries. If everyone
stays healthy things could still
go either way from that all
important .500 ' mark. With a
multitude of injuries you would
see a fast downslope ride.
Already there are injuries,
resultant
from
the
B.C.
scrimmage last Friday, wh ich
ended in a 13-7 clash, B.C. on
top. Optimism prevails in the
locker room and behind the
doors of th!! coaches office
where
men
race
before
chalk-boards and depth charts
giving what they can to the task
of forming a winning tea~.
Changing the subject, a
source of draining power for
more athletes 'a t Bridgewater
would be the availability of
Men's P,hysical Education major.
Guys that play several sports

Bates In Opener

against
the
Bears
on
Homecoming Day.
Mazzafero doesn't p,lan to
key on either Fitzgerald or'
Nesbitt, . but plans rather to
defend the formation. He like
to go with an unbalanced line.
Bates has a slight advantage
in that they have a game under
their belts,
but Nazzafero
commented,
'We
had
the
opportunity to scout them, but
they haven't scouted us,' This is
a valid point, as all Bates has to
go on are last year's game films.
With some new personnel up
front and at quarterback, the
Bears will definitely have a
different look.
When asked about the
possiblities of Bates ta k ing the
Bears too lightly Mazzafero said,
'It would definitely be to our
advantage if we could catch
them down.' He noted also that
.the Bobcats let up in the second
half against Middlebury, and
hopes that they may supply an
opening
for
Bridgewater's
somewhat
inconsistent
cut
certainly 'explosive' offense.

As a preliminary to the
opener at Lewiston, the Bears
played a game type scrimmage
with Boston College in the Hub
last Friday. Although finishing
on the short side of a 13-7 score,Mazzafero was generally pleased
by
his
young
squad
improvement.
The
coach
noteq
particularly the deve!opement of
quarterback
Jimmy
Waters.
Waters completed 8 of 17 passes,
against the Terriers and ran the
option play extremely well;
picking up 30 yards on the
ground in six carries. Although
he did throw three interceptions
in the B.C. scrimmage. Waters
will get the nod against Bates.
Mazzaferro
was
also
impressed with the Bears'
kicking game, lauding punter Dan
Cobb and kick off man Dan
McGrath for giving needed field
position. Bob Brinkly had an
outstanding day at defensive
tackle, and Mazzaferro was
pleased with the pass receiving
of his backs.

Aquabrytes, W ra
Activities Start
BRIDGEWATER . . . The
intramural activities sponsored
by the Women's Recreation
Association this semester include
golf,
tennis,
basketball,
volleyball,
and
bowling.
Although most of these activities
will not begin until the second
Bates this season boasts a
quarter, the tennis and golf
big line and small but quick
backs. Gone via the graduation teams began their sessions on
September IS.
route is quarterback Jim Murphy
The tennis team, whose
who last year broke several Bates
student organizers are Sue
passing records. His replacement
Bennett and Judy Sullivan, will
is Steve Bayko, a scrambler, who
meet every Monday, Tuesday,
(fortuantely) won't supply the
and Wednesday from 4-5. Those
passing power the Bobcats
interested in golf will meet 4-5
enjoyed last year. Pacing the
Bates' ground attack are speedy , on Monday. The faculty advisor
for all WRA activities is Miss
halfbacks Bob Nesbitt and Mike
Smith.
Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald, from
Each year a great variety of
Drufee High in Fall river, last
women's sports are offered for
the emjoyment and relaxation of
Bridgewater News
35 Broad St.
the women on this campus. This
Hallmark Greeting Cards
should
be taken
program
S; igarette.s-Candy
advantage of!

Qn September 25, 1969 at
seven p.m., the A qu abrytes will
hold a demonstration for all
interested students. the purpose
of this demonstration i s to
inform all students ex~ctiy what
the Aquabrytes do . It will
feature syncronized swimmming
to music plus various stunts.
At present, the club consists
of eighteen members, directed
by Miss Rugen, the faculty
advisor. Officers for this year
are: Gerry Lelito, president; Bev
Bridgman vice-president; Kathy
Brown and Kathy Delaney,
secretaries; and Judy Riley,
treasurer. .
Practice for all men and
women interested in trying out
for Aquabrytes will- be held on
Oc:tober first from six to seven.
Actual tryout wil~ be held on.
Octo per eighth from seven to
nine.

Looking to Saturday's battle
with Bates, Mazzaferro was
optimistic, 'we'll do a good job
and try our hardest. You never
can tell what"s going to happen
in a ball game. Psychologically
we've got everything to gain and
nothing to lose.'
THE
BETWEEN
UPRIGHTS .. The Bears recived
good news when they learned
that Leon Weinstein, a starting
guard last year, will rejoin the
team this week. Weinstein had
planned not to play this year,
but has changed his mind. He
should add experience and depth

usually ~ harbor
desires
of
becoming coaches.
Growing as it is, Bridgewater
should institute such a program.
Numerous
changes
would
necessarily cOll)e about because
of this. Athletic facilities would '
be improved more readily, and
hopefully additions would be
made. Perhaps it would even
hold a drawing power for people
living other than in the Greater
Boston vicinity. College life
would flourish with a more
varied group of people on
campus.
How is you opinion of a
person affected upon hearing
that he is an athlete? Can you
attach names to faces of guys
that play football . If you've
never tried it, go to a football
game this fall, at Bridgewater.
the team needs a boost! It
doesn't take a special kind of
person to watch a football game.
But people who keep coming
back when the chips are down.
hav.e an
unbeatable
quality. They're unbeatal)le.
Catch ya around next
week .. .

to the guard slots-but will have
to play himself into shape . .In
the B.C. scrimmage, Bridgewater
had trouble picking up first
downs. As in the past, the
offense has been plagued with
inconsistency. Hopefully with
two breakaway threats like
Federico and Sullivan, the scores
will come .. Assisting Mazzafero
this year are: Ed Braun-Line;
Chuck Varney-Ends; and Ioe
Lazaro-backs.. On this years
scheldule, Quonset Naval Station
and Geneva College have been
dropped in favor of Hudson
Valley and·Trenton State_

Patriots Rebuilding In Defeat
people make it out to be. But
by Bill Dries
In december of 1966, the when you know that you're
Boston Patriots needed a win to going to be on the field for 70%
clinch their second Eastern of the afternoon, it is very
Division crown in four seasons. frustrating. After awhile you just
However, the second year don't give a damn anymore. On
quaterback named Joe Namath past years the Patriots have
buried Boston hopes under a proved tough against the run
devastating aerial attack, and the when the game was close, and
Pats lost 38-28. they haven't their pass defense is now much
improved. It is this writer's
been the same since.
Two
terrible
seasons opinion that if the offense does
followed under coach Mike its job, the defense won't fall
Holovak, so Clive Rush was apart.
When the powerful Kansas
hired, the backfield coach of last
year's world champion New City Chiefs came to Boston, no
York
I ets.
He
faces
a one expected the Pats to win
tremendous task, but started a and they didn't. The biggest
major rebuilding program almost cheers came when a kid ran onto
immediately. The Pats now have the field, stole a football, and
one of pro footballs youngest beat the cops into the stands. At
teams with only four players- age
the end of the game when the
30 or over. His major problem Pats left the field there were so
still is to put together a halfway few people left that Bob Starr
decent offense. The running wryly commented; 'the applause
game is only partly effective sounds like the end of Laugh-In.'
with fullback Jirri Nance. A fast
If this is the kind of support a
halfback is needed to keep the
rebuilding team gets, then the
defenses off of Nance. Rookie
city of Boston doesn't deserve
Carl Garrett may be the answer.
the number one spectator sport
The quarterback situation is in America. Bostonians have
apparently solved with Mike been patient before, so why not
Tafaerro, who was coached by now? It took the Bruins nine
Rush in New York. When an end years to make the playoffs, if
like Art Graham is cut you know took the Celtics a decade to win
your receiving is in good shape.
it world's championship and it
The Patriots simply haven't been ' took 21 years between pennants
. able to put it all together yet.
for the Red Sox. The Pats won a
The defense isn't as bad as divisional title in 1963
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Give Yourself
A Cha'nce

PRESS BOX
Intramurals

Karate

New student directors got
this years program are Don
Ward (class of 70) and Jerry
Indelicato (class of 710.
Next week games will be
held at the football practice
fiele!. Mondays will be at night,
Tuesdays in the afternoon and
Thursdays at night.
Each team must provide its
own official for each game
they play. More teams are
needed. The only thing one
must do is to have a roster of
guys who want to play. As of
now these are the teams who
have submitted rosters.
Taffrys
Sig
Phi Pi Delta
69 'ers
Chiefs\
Bets Bullets
Carons Barons

X Country Schedule
Sept. 30 -Fitchburg State
Oct. 4 - Lowell State
Oct. 14 - Barrington
Oct. 14 - Worchester State
Oct. 18 - S.N.E.C. meet
at Nichols
Oct. 22 - Mass Maritime
Oct. 22 - Bryant
Oct. 2S - S.M.U.
Oct. 2S - Lowell Tech
Oct. 29 - Assumption
Oct. 29 - S.M.U.
Nov. 1 - N.E.S.C.A.C.
Nov. 8 - Wafs

away
home
home
home
away
home
home
away
away
away
away
away
away

- by Judy Sutcliffe
gifted ,
Recreational
"A hungry fox stole into a
opportunities include special
vineyard one day. There he saw
David Dickenson
and
an
intramural
events
bun'ches of sun-ripened grapes
announces that Karate classes
program as well as varsity
hanging high on the vine. They
will be taught again this year
competition.
Special
events
looked
so plump and juicy he
represent our attempt to have
for those who are interested.
could hardly wait to eat them.
some
activity
to
interest
David has . been studying
He jumped ~p to seize . the
everyone. We sponsor annual
for three and a half years and
grapes, but they were too high
events such as Freshmen Follies,
has been . teaching for two
and he could not reach them. He
Christmas Crafts and a skiing
years. He holds the green belt
jumped again and again. But
trip, and special features like the
in the Uechi-Ryu style of
again and again and again he
state park cookout and ca~pfire
Karate.
missed. At last he looked up at
program and the bike hostel to
Classes will be Monday and
3rd WEEK ALREADY?
the grapes and walked away,
Manomet
planned
for
Wednesday evenings in the
saying, 'Anyone can see those
Paradise Lost
September.
small gym. On Monday the
grapes are sour.' "
Our intramural program is
class is from 7:20-8:40 pm and
( Apologies to
Now you can sit back and
designed to give you a chance to
on Wednesday from 6 :00-7 :20
shake your head marvelling at
John Milton)
compete for enjoyment and
p.m. There is no charge for
Aesop's cleverness. You can
personal fitness . The emphasis in
these lessons and all interested
" A mature adult." That's think
back
and
pinpoint
students are to come even if
on your desire to particpate, not
what you told your parents you e p Isodes
which prove the
they only want to watch for
your ability, so you shouldn't
were when you asked them to relevancy of this fable . In fact,
the first few lessons.
consider mastery a prerequisite
live off campus. Ready to do it let me help you. Remember
The classes are co-ed so
to attending. We hope t o prmote
on your own, you were. when you were in the Ad
bring
your
girlfriend
or
an interdorm rivalry through
Perfectly capable of handling Building reading the notice for
boyfriend.
competition
in
basketball,
any crisis that came your way . the WRA skating party. Seeing
Emphasis will be placed on
and
ping
pong. We
volleyball,
Well now, think back upon the that it was sponsored by WRA,
basic blacks, punches or kicks.
also
hope
to
initiate
competition
last three weeks and you'll you decided it wouldn't be any
Let's have a big turnout.
between major concentrations.
probably think that it's a miracle fun . Or the time you saw the
Another
facet of our intramurals
you're still surviving. Your notice for intramurals in the
consists
of
non-athletic
roommates. You were mad,e for gym and din't bother going
endeavors
such
as
slimnastics
each other, right? So how come because you thought it was for
and an arts and crafts program.
Varsity swim team meeting
you're all sleeping with open physical education majors.
For the athletically gifted ,
Tuesday, Sept. 30, 4:00 p.m.
blades under your pillows?
The women on this campus
WRA
sponsors varsity teams.
in the locker room.
The other day when you . don't seem to realize that WRA
Here the highly competitive can
were studying for your first test, is an organization run by the
your roommate decided to raise women of the college to provide test their skill in actual games
with other colleges. Varsity
the
roof with his "Iron recreational opportunities for all
teams
are open to anyone willing
Butterfly" album on his stereo. its members. When you pay your
to tryout, but the teams will
And then the next day when athletic fee, you become a
enforce a cut system when
you flunked it he had the nerve member of WRA.
necessary
to
maintain
a
to tell you you should study
You support WRA since the workable situation.
to you one or two dimensional more.
organizat~on depends .on your
This
year
we
will
Hungry?
How
come?
pseudo-students of America.
finances to sustain its program.
concentrate
on
two
themes
:
Dropout, you have nothing to Anyone can make it on $5 a Student organizations submit more
opportunities
for
loose but your better judgment. week for food! That's what you budget requests to a special SCA commuters to participate in our
I, Jean Tom, would enlighten said a few weeks ago. Well, those committee.
This
financial activities,
and
more
coed
you with the miracle of thought, extra thirty pounds aren't doing .s;ommittee
then
distributes activities.
Perhaps
better
you any good ' anyway. (There's
the power to endure and the will
student funds (activity fees, and scheduling and a greater effort
a sale on beans at the A&P this
in the case of WRA athletic fees) to attend will enable many more
to soc et tuum, but if you are
week.)
not adaptable to such an
to the various clubs. According commuters to join in more
And then last Sunday your
to funds thus alloted to WRA, activities. Since the coed skating
unelegant style of rhetoric,
parents "surprised" you by
the executive board draws up party WRA and MAA sponsored
return to your whims and
making a visit. Of course Mother the blueprints of its program .
fancies with my best wishes for
last year, many have expressed
had to see how her little baby
WRA consists of two ruling the desire for more coed
an unfulfilled life.
The C.I.A. will inform you was eating so an inspection of segments: the executive board activities. We'll start with a
in a treatise of monosyllabic and the refriger~tor was in her elected by the women, and the dance at Great Hill. In October,
polysyllabic words geared to the repetoire. Wasn't she surprised recreation council appointed by we'll hold a coed swim.ming
mind of the one or two to see thirty six cans of Schlitz the
executive
board.
The meet. Although we haven·' t any
dimensional variety of the weird and two quarts of Wild Irish in recreation council includes a definite dates, we will plan more
double standards preoccupying there. And then she inspected definite
percentage
of coed events.
the sensitivity centers of the your room and saw those cute represe'ntatives from each dorm
Last
year,
WRA
three dimensional patriots of pin ups of Miss August and Miss totaling 23, and 12 commuters.
to
representatives
were
invited
1969. I accordingly will rank up, September adorning your . walls. Unfortunately,
too
few serve
on
student-faculty
Oh was she amused! Words just commuters were active on the
out and away people guilty 'of:
committees. This gives us a
I) litterbugging our campus with couldn't express her feelings. recreation council the past two
chance to speak out . in your
(Nor
yours!)
THE COMMENT 2) glaring
years. We recognize the m.a ny
Well, just think, only three problems involved such as interest. Student demonstrators
down (in disbelief of course) at
consistently list their right to
miniskirts for excessive free weeks down and around thirty transportation , part-time jobs have a more active role in
to
go.
Thirty
peaceful,
blissful,
periods at a time 3) y~lling to
and others equally legitimate. determining schoql policy ' high
the workers of the Student . ecstatic weeks of paradise. It Therefore, we hope to arrange among their demands. By
Union Building to work slower sure feels good to be away from meetings for free hours during maintaining a rapport with the
(if humanly possible) or 4) home.
the day for the convenience of women of the college, WRA can
reading the Shades of Gandalf or
the commuters.
sustain a vital channel of
the Editorial before they read
The WRA program is not communication between the
my privy passages of print.
solely
for
the administration and the student
BRIDG E WATER . .. Mr . tailored
This week's Big Game Edward Elias, Veteran' s Affairs. preferences of the athletically
body .
Hunters Award goes to the Coordinator at B . S.C .,
enigmatic group of people who announces that many veterans
sit on the wall in front of the Ad have not notified his office to
Building- just to track down and inform him of .their credit load
kill all the little black ants in for the coming year, which must
Put a Couple of
sight.
be done before a veteran' s
Feet in Your Mouth
Well, I regret that I must
paperwork can be forwarded to
return my quill to the inkwell in the V.A. Lists have been
as much as all fun and no play published and posted at a
makes Jean Tom very sore on his number of locations around the
typing finger. And in closing I school with the names of those
will depart with a dispatch to students who have completed
CENTRAL SQ.
the feminine Freshmen : Hark!
the necessary forms . Please
You need not wear lipstick, check this list to insure that
mascara or powder to make-up your money will not be held up .
.~. THE BIGGEST SANDWICH IN TOWN
30 " AMERICAN SUB $1.49
exams.
If your name · is not on the list ,
Seemingly inept,
----::::---:;::~==;;::
......
. ::c__
=---.;::;::;::
.~"",=<::;:::;::.::::--~~~
and it should be, kindly contact
Jean Tom
Mr. Elias in his office, which is
-~~
P.S. Beware of
next article: located in the Men' s Dormitory
The C.r.A: amends the Yap Gap. on Lower Campus.

Beware of the C.I.A.
Hark! You have just glanced
into reality . You have escaped
from
your
microcosm
of
uncertainties. Henceforth I, Jean
Tom, guarantee, ·as sure as a
presidential campaign promise,
that nothing formulated in type
here
will
necessarily
be
believable, unobjectionable or
inconceivably true.
The purpose of the C.I.A.
(Campus Intrigue Agency) is
secretly decided between myself,
Jean Tom, and my two prying
pookas,
Crepidula
and
Abezidoodle. However, I, Jean
Tom will make it clear as the
air ~ow and forever, that I will
not tolerate the one or two
dimensional,
self-extinctive
frames of mmd that stagnate my
environment and my will to live.
Thus, I shall ally myself with
that freaky , three dimensional
breed of mankind, that ultimate
example
of the
anti-hero,
today's unique genus of the
nonconformist,
that
unfathomable type of fool who
is there, tom the quick, that rare
species of man that did not dare
·to get involved!
Oh Mercy! Crepidula has
informed me that the Campus
Police may consider taking
instructions in urban riot control
if mobs continue to throng
outside of the Horace Mann
Auditorium every time THE
COMMENT is released or if the
young ladies in the front row of
the Freshman Orientation classes
do not refrain from knitting
nooses during sessions.
Abezidoodle has a couple of
scoops, too! He contends that a
Flood Control Commission will
soon be deemed necessary to
handle the damp situations in
the vicinity of the Park A venue
Creek and the Parking Lot
Gulch. He also predicts that
~ertain
readers of Il}~ first
-column will never "indulge'" in
THE COMMENT -again. So long

Vets Corner

B&J

my

----

';;

SANDWICH SHOP
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE?

Will THE Hill WASH AWAY?

by Dawn Hutchinson
Lou Perry our head
custodian on campus describes
the main needs of a
beautification program as money
and student cooperation.
Money would help gain a
larger staff which now consists
of three men to cover the two
hundred acres of the college, of
which only 35 acres are
developed .
Litter is the most time
consuming problem and is
caused by people who ignore the
containers placed on the lawns
for this purpose.
Student cooperation is
needed to keep the campus free
of litter. Also sidewalks in
certain places are not used and
the grass, or what used to be
grass, is not growing because of
the steady flow of people across
the lawns.
When the Student
Union building is completed,
Park Avenue will hopefully be
paved but due to existing
construction it is useless to
waste time and money until the
building is finished.

TRY GRASSING!

DESTINATION GOBI?

KEEP OFF THE GRASS!

Pho~ography

by Jeanne Carrigan
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Student Judiciary
(Continued from Page 2)
Section 1: An amendment to this Constitution may be inttiated by a simple
majority vote of the Student Judiciary or a 2/3rds vote of the Student
Cooperative Association Council.
Section 2: To be adopted, an amendment must receive a simple majority vote
of a referendum in which at least 40% of the current undergraduate full-time
enrollment must vote.
THE CODIFICATION OF THE STUDENT JUDICIARY
OF
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
Codification No.1: These codifications of the Student Judiciary of
Bridgewater State College shall constitute a body of policy statements by the
Judiciary which shall be binding rules of procedure for that group.
Codification No.2: After initial codifications included in this body of
Codifications at the time of its acceptance by the Student Cooperative
Association Council and the President of the College, additional codifications
shall be added by a 2/3rds vote of the Student Judiciary in the specific areas
of defming offenses and punishments.
Codification No.3: The following defined punishments may be levied by the
StUdent Judiciary :
1. Verbal reprimand : no record on fIle
2. Verbal reprimand: with record on fIle
3. Written Reprimand : no record on fIle
4. Written Reprimand : with record on fIle
5. Work Detail: varying number of hours on specific tasks; record on fIle
6. Monetary Fine: varying amounts, record on fIle
7. Social Probation: future offenses result in Social Suspension or
Disciplinary Probation ; record on fIle
8. Social Suspension: not allowed 0 attend specific types (or all)
student sponsored events; record on fIle.
9. Disciplinary Probation: future offense will result in recommendation
for Disciplinary Suspension or Explusion; record on fIle.
10. Suspension: enrollment tenninated for some specific period of time;
record on file.
11. Expulsion: enrollment tenninated with no possible readmission ;
record on fIle .
Punishments No. 10 and No. 11 may be recommended to the President of
the College.
Codification No.4: The Student Judiciary shall defme offenses as follows:
a. The following shall be defmed as Misdemeanors:
1. Traffic offenses, e.g. non-payment of tickets and blatant disrespect to
campus policemen.
2. ' Minor altercations between students.
3. Vulgar and obscene behavior.
4. Theft of articles valued at $20 or under.
5. Destruction of property valued at $20 or under.
6. Violation of posted rules in all buildings
7. Off-campus behavior which directly reflects descredit on the college.
8. Fraudulent use of college I.D.'s
9. Irresponsible conduct on campus which violates the rights of others or
is dangerous to personal safety or property.
10. Unauthorized soliciting.
b. The following shall be defined as Felonies:
1. Possession, storage, or consumption of any alcoholic beverage on
campus.
2. Coming onto campus in an intoxicated condition and causing a
disturbance.
3. Turning in a false alarm and/or bomb scare
4. Theft of articles valued at $20 or over, or articles of undertennined
value.
5. Major altercations between students.
6. Opening of mail in unauthorized situations
7. Fraudulent use of the mail. ,
8. Destruction of property valued at over $20
9. Use or possession of firearms on campus.
10. Unprescribed use, sale and/or possession of drugs and narcotics on
campus.
11. Indecent exposure.
12. Gambling on campus
13. Breaking and entering campus bUildings.
dreams. From where you are, Codification No.5: Because of the seriousness of the offenses of contempt of
you can hear their dreams. Then court and purjury to the operation of this Student Judiciary, the punishment
for these offenses shall consist of a minimum fme of $5.00 to a maximum fme
suddenly the wind-shaken wood of $25.00.
springs awake this one spring a. Failure by any member or organization of the college community to abide
by a legitimate decision of the Judiciary constitutes contempt of court,
day".
and will be punished accordingly.
b. No punishment for contempt of court may be administered without a
prior warning to the person or persons involved.
This second appearance of
the National Theatre of the Deaf tion, disloyalty, and refusal of duty by members of the military with intent to
on this campus this year will be impair loyalty and discipline. In response to . all this, Priest, a journalism
of the University of Houston, contends: "If I can be put away for a
entertaining of course, but more graduate
number of years in prison for the mere writing of words-an act so basic to
than that, it will be an the founding of this country that it find~ its basis in the First Amendment to
experience of a new kind for
those who come to the
workshop and performance-an
experience in the art of mime
with use of sign language- but
more impo:-tant, a chance to
The National Theatre of the These speakers are not
meet and confront the problems
Deaf has been in existence a actors-only interpreters for the
faced by someone who cannot
mere two and a half years, audience.
hear a word or utter a single
nevertheless the group has
The Theatre was founded in
syllable.
performed on three continents April of 1967 by David Hays
and has be e n acclaimed (The Eugene O'Neill Memorial
throughout the world.
Theatre
Foundation) ,
None of the actors can psychologist Edna Levinv, and
our hero struggling throug~ life speak and only one of them can Mary Switzer (Rehabilitation
never quite reaching his goal. hear. The play is performed in Services Administration). The
There is no Theatre is backed by a
The situations are stereotypes of pantomine
dialogue;
only
motions.
$331,000 .00 grant from the
today's life but their generality
However,
to
make
sure
the
Federal Government.
mak.es them all the more
The National Theatre of the
familiar. The set is a bright, bold audience gets the messages, two
members
of
the
company
with
Deaf
will .perform on the Horace
game board and the laughs came
normal
hearing
and
speaking
Mann
Auditorium, Friday,
as fast as the successive
a bilities sit either on the September 26 at 8 : 15 . Tickets
confrontations.
are $ 2.00 for students and $ 3.00
Next by Terrence McNally sidelmes or on the stage and
synchronize
words
with
gestures.
for
others.
takes place in a Selective Service

Theater of the Deaf - preview of silence
by Herbie Ward
On Friday, September 26,
the O'Neill Foundation's
National Theatre of the Deaf
will arrive on the BSC campus to
offer a unique theatre
experience in two parts: first, a
creative workshop in the
Auditorium from 3:30 to 5:30,
and . second, an evening
performance starting at 8: 15 in
the auditorium.
The workshop, which is free
of charge and open to all
interested, will give students an
opportunity to meet, and work
with the production company.
The company is composed of a
director, several interpreters, and
about twenty deaf-mute actors.
During this two hour workshop
students will be able to work
with the staff and interpreters
and also confront the difficulties
in communicating with deaf
people , whose only means of
communication is sign-language
and lip-reading.
The evening performance in
the Horace Mann Auditorium,
(admission cost is $2 .00 for
students and $3 . 00 for
non-students) will begin at 8: 15
p.m . The company will perform,
with the use of sign-language
interpreters, Moliere's Sganapelle
and Songs From Milkwood and
an adaptation of Under
Milkwood by Dylan Thomas.
Moliere, a master of the
farce, presents in Sganarelle
characters whose natures are not
very complex, whose lives are
carried out very simply, and
whose problems are few. He
gives these people a series of
ridiculous circumstances to cope
with and the hilarity continues
until all are hel(Dess victims of a
g ross misunderstanding. This
story is about a young woman in

love with one person, but her
father insists she marry another.
She seeks aid from a middle-aged
neighbor, whose wife thinks he
is being unfaithful to her by
helping this girl.
After a short intermission
the company will then present
"Songs from Ilkwood", which in
"the story of the people in a
town in Wales. We meet them
first as they dream. We see them
waken and live through one
spring day. Time passes. Listen.
Time passes. Come closer now.
Only you can hear and see,
behind the eyes of the sleepers,
the movements and countries
and rainbows and tunes and
wishes and flight and fall and
despairs and big seas of their

National Theater of
the Deaf Workshop

Review: Adaptation, Next
by K. Gifford
BOSTON .. .The theater has
developed into possibly one of
the most effective ways to
develop a -theme, possibly
because of the use of stereotypes
in man and situation. I t almost
doesn't matter how dense one
may be-he will walk away from a
play thinking.
The Theater Company of
Boston of 136 Massachusetts
Ave., Boston opened September
17 with two plays- Adaptation
and Next. Although they were
both satirical comedies, I did
walk away thinking.
Adaptation by Elaine May,
is a game in which the player
romps through life; encountering
all the situations we have come
to live , parential confrontations,
girl friends, college and all the
rest. Finding security is the
point of the game, but security
is an evasive thing and we find

examination center. But this
time the prospective inductee is
a meek man around forty and he
is quite upset with his present
situation. His frantic protests go
unheeded by the exammmg
officer, but when he is declared
unfit he becomes equally frantic
in his disappointment. He
collapses at the rejection,
flashing over his entire life of
rejections and finally doning the
examiner's robe and rejects
himself as the examiner had
done.

HELP

-

I

Typisls Needed

by THE COMMENT
see Elaine Robino in the

COMMENT OFFICE
Every Monday and Tuesday
Pay : A free copy of The Comment
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COFFEEHOUSE ACT IN

chameleon
sheds
skin

by Jim Foley

BRIDGEWATER ... It was a
nice way to get out of the cold.
And it wasn't too crowded
either. What happened? Well
Friday night I caught some of
BSC 's local talent, at the
Chameleon's first Act-In of the
season. It was something else.
To start off, the group
"hashed" over some of our lesser
problems. Like! How to light up
a joint while being harrassed by

some anti-quated daughter of
the D.A.R.
From there, a brief look at
Romeo and Juliet live on to
discover marriage, and wish they
hadn't. Take that for what it's
worth. Not forgetting you girls,
(excuse me, Women) up on the
Hill, there were a couple of
scenes you could have really dug
on. Really .
In the wishful thinking

department a 3 day skit
portrayed 2 protestors putting
down the Draft to Mr. Nixon;
across his desk yet. A nice thing;
kind of doubtful, but kind of
nice too.
The heaviest scene though,
was a father-son type con.flict on
the War. The feeling was all over
the place. If you were there . ..
Well, if you were there.

That's some of what
happened, but writing about it
won't do you any good. So,
some Friday nite, when you're
looking for some way to occupy
your time, stroll down to Cedar
St. and catch what's happening.
There's always something new
going on, and once you get by
the door charge, there's all that
free coffee.

Bill Baird
(Continued from Page I)
What about the infar,ts that,
unwillingly, become statistics in
the battered child and
a bandoned child syndromes?
What about the thousands of
unhappy marriages, that are
living hell for thousans of
families because of unwanted
and unexpected children? These
are very grim thoughts. But
while Bill Baird addressed 400
people last Thursday night in the
Unitarian church, 20,000 babies
were born. That's twenty
thousand more mouths to feed,
and bodies to clothe. Think
about it! One square foot for
every person within the next
hundred years. Which square
feet will your children and
grandchildren have?
Free tote bag
with every $5
dry cleaning order only

College Town
. Cleaners
278 Broad St., Bridgewater
Rte. 18 697-4632

1 day service
7:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Sat. - lOAM - 4PM
1 hr cleaning
Student Special
in by 3-out by 5
Shirt Service

Science Clubs Meet
BRIDGEWATER .... The first
meeting of the Earth Science
and Geography Club was held
during free hour on Tuesday,
September 23. Prof. Robert
Dillman of the Earth Science
and Geography Dept. conducted
the informal meeting.

-

The first matter of business
the election of
concerned.
officers for first semester.
Elected were Richard Gallagher,
a senior earth science major
from Plymouth, ;is president;
Joseph walKer, a junior
geography major from
Middleboro, as vice president;
senior earth science major
Dianne Majkut of Taunton, as
secretary; and senior earth
science major Paul Monti from
Quincy, as treasurer. Since

\

'BR\NG tM

seniors will be training second
semester, it was decided to hold
elections again in January.
It was announced that a
geographical conference will be
held in New Britain Conn.
around October 17, and that a
geological conference will be
held November 10 & 12 in
Atlantic City. A limited nUl11ber
of interested students may
accompany any of the earth
science-geography faculty who is
going ...
Suggestions for activities for
the year included films, lectures
by guest speakers, and general
"bull" sessions. Day field trips
to the Connecticut River Valley
or to - Martha's Vineyard were
also suggested. The annual 3 to 4
days field trip during Spring
recess is still being planned. Last

EAC k: ALIVE

OTE

SPECIAL ELECTION OCTOBER 9th
BRIDGEWATER ... Due to
injuries James Ewen, Treasurer
of the SCA, has been forced to
resign from his position. This
makes available the positions 9f
Treasurer and Assistant
Treasurer of the SCA.
In order to fill these
vacancies there will be a special
election held on October 9,

1969.
Nomination papers will be
available at Dean Shea's
secretary's desk on September
25,1969 at one o'clock.

year the club visited the
Pennsylvania Dutch.region. Final
plans will be formulated after
the new officers and the advisor
meet.
Students interested in the

club which is open to the whole
student body, should watch the
Earth Science Geography
Bulletin Board on the 3rd floor
of the Science Building for more
details.

The position of Treasurer is
open to a present Senior and the
Assistant Treasurer's office is
open to a present Junior.

DEfT:.

LIBRARY
GROUNDBREAKIN G
by Greg McGrain
A t a preconstruction
meeting held last week it was
announced that the land next to
the Student Union building will
be cleared for the library starting
on Sept. 29. Groundbreaking
ceremonies will take place on
October 15.
Contractors for the new
library say it will be ready for
use by Sept. '71.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
OCTOBER 15 ?

VIETNAM
MORATORIUM

Going 10

Class?

LAUNDRY DA y. AGAI N. ?

September 25 , 1969
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DOing Your
Own Thing

NE\) CA~~ lOt1A Lw NG [~
t,

Rte.IOb

BRiDGEWl1tER

(F17-9gSS

BRIDGEWATER . . . Here is . developed our premise around
your opportunity to "do your the basic idea that in small
own thing" within small groups , where personal
(
informal discussion groups. We experience meets the content of
have a deep conviction that the Christian faith, creativity
I
I
I
persons can call one another into and religious insight may occur.
The assumption is that being
being. Also, that in these groups
Gi~NT RtdfiR
BEE:R
one finds his identity and also in relationship with other people
I
I
I
the worth of his significance. on a healthy and creative basis
While solitude and individuality can be and often is a " religious"
~ FL1 II .QiA ARTS
are virtues, we find that one experience. If this relationship is
does not become a person in one in which there is a high
isolation but only in relationship degree of honesty about one
to other persons. Our another and about one's self,
observation is that when we there a Christian community
spend time with a few people seems to be able to take place.
WANTED:PltRt
WA;tRessL'S lIND bll~TeNdeR.:'>
tremendous things begin to
The traditional approach to
happen. We are convinced that teaching religion followed a
dialogue and not monologue simple question and answer
WQ.V..)
COMfletely RE/1cde/€d
holds the key to an effective format. Revealed truths,
Christian responsibility. We are organized in doctrinal formulas,
WITH eIVTERTIlIN'MENT _il'{).,so
also impressed , by the fact were memorized rather than
people can learn more by explored. The material came
listening than they do by from outside the student's
eveRy
i1 dC\j
ItLL DA~
talking. Therefore, in the experience ; answers were
s t r u c t uri n g 0 f a large predetermined and there was
J' AM SeSSlo rv :>
3- ~
membership, our effort has been only one "correct" answer.
to organize or encourage
The direction of these
students to become a part of a groups uses the inductive )f these groups is that revelation leave them at a future time.
one of. these groups or think you
group. In these groups, resources method. These assume that is not something that happened
might, why not sign your name
We find that out of group
of healing , the infinite artistic expression is an integral in the ancient past and needs experience is mental stimulation and address on the sheet located
possibilities of growth, and the part of maturing and responsible only to be studied and believed. - new ideas - and a deep sense on the bulletin board across
sense of fellowship have been of decision making about oneself On the contrary, revelation is a of real friendship . In a time of from the Student Personnel
infinite worth.
and his life. The traditional "here" and "now" reality ; it is a trouble there is a feeling that office in the Ad Building.
We have been persuaded concept of using words dynamic, o~-going dialogue.
you are surrounded by a body of
that a fellowship , not isolation, (lectures) is only one way of
persons who care. Encounter
Each person' has the
constitutes one of the keys to expressing an idea. An idea,
These groups meet for one with others in a loving, capacity to grow uniquely in his'
the kingdom. Going on the attitude, a feeling, or experience hour each week. Students may accepting, and trusting faith, and this growth is fostered
assumption that the group itself can be expressed through a come for a "look-in" and see if atmosphere provides fertile best in the sharing of a searching
has infinite resources for healing magazine, a picture, or an this is what they want to ground for' growth in attitude group. Why not join us? Call
and that each person can abstract design.
continue doing. Or students may and action.
,697-4462 or sign your name
become a priest , we have
A basic theological pre~ise join these groups at any time, or
If you wish to participate in today.
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S.C.A. LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Saturday, September 27, 1969
Registration and Coffee Hour
8:30 A.M.
Tillinghast Hal~
Open to all members of the
Bridgewater State College Community
A community effort to discuss B.S.C.'s
current problems and future development.
Registration blanks are available in the Division
of Student Personnel and all' Dorm itories
" If you become involved you are part
of the solution. If you remain apathetic
you are part of the problem. "

September 25, 1969
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Shades· of .Gandalf.
Who the hell is Gandalf 1
So, you unlitera'te
nincompoops have no idea who
Gandalf is, right? No arguments,
please! The fact that you are
reading this column proves your
disgusting literary standards!
Well, nevertheless, let it not be
said any more that even one of
my inspired readers is ignorant
of Gandalf the Grey. What you
should do is go to the bookstore
and buy the 1,300 page trilogy
called "Lord of the Rings". Tb.e
author of this epic fantasy is
J.R.R. Tolkien.
/
This classical tale concerns
the third age of Middle Earth.
It's. a story of a great war and
Gandalf happens to be a great
wizard who leads the good guys
to victory. He is always there
when he is needed and does
some pretty remarkable things.
He is always full of words of
wisdom such as;
"All that is gold does not glitter,

Not all those who wander are
lost;
The old that is strong does not
wither,
Deep roots are not reached by
the frost."
So if you want to get the
details and up your literary
experience by all means invest in
this classic. You won't be sorry.
So much for my work in
Middle Earth. No I'm here at
BSC, the hub of Warped Earth.
From the looks of things around
here this place needs a lot more
than a little wizardry. But I wjll.
do the best that I can to help the
good guys (the students of
course) out. No more will our
footballs be made from the hides
of cripple pigs! No more will
your hamburgers be the losers at
Aqueduct! No more will the CIA
infiltrate our wine festivals!
ADMINISTRATION BEWARE!
GANDALF LIVES!!

-Peace Action
by Michelle Leary
Nationwide Vietnam Peace
Action Day will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 15. Sam BIOwn
of Harvard U., former Student
Co-Ordinator of the McCarthy
campaign, will spearhead the
action in this area. Mass. Pap
(Mass. Political action for peace)
and C P P .( Cit i zen s for
Participation Politics) are the
two Boston organizations
supplying literature and posters.
"The most important task
facing the U.S. is ending the war
in Vietnam. This war continues
to have a corrupting influence
on every aspect of American life.
The U.S . entered Vietnam by
Presidential decision; the U.S.
'can withdraw from Vietn~m by
Presidential decision. We call for
a firm committment from Pres.
Nixon to withdraw all American
troops within six months."
"We declare Oct. 15 the first
Vietnam Peace Action Day. On
that day we shall obserre a
moratorium
on
a
b usiness-as-usual. We shall
refrain from regular economic,
academic, research and other
ordinary activities and spend the
entire day working in local
communities for peace in
Vietnam."
If a satisfactory Presidential
response is not given, the Se,cond
Vietnam Peace Action will be
conducted on the two days of
Nov. 13 & 14. This pattern will
continue monthly until there is a
committrnent for complete
American withdrawal."
The preceding was taken
from the Vietnam Peace Action

FREEZE
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flier. The people leading the
action are asking all college
students and professors to
refrain from classes and go out
in the community and talk to
people about Vietnam. They ask
that this be a constructive
action .

Jim Bo:· James
BOSTON
The beautiful
tape-mark decor of my plush
cubicle in the halls of the
mercantile , capitalist center of
New England (ironically
possessing a name derivative
from St. Botulfs Stone), and the
wonder of the gray light from a
brilliant morning sun that filters
to my window (something akin
to revolution as it shines through
the murk of its motive), both
make this one of the usual days
of the week - i think it's a
tuesday ; i'm not sure, except
that it's not payday (payday-a
Pavlovian cue that stimulates
stomach secretion and saliva
ducts).
and what has this to do with
Boston?
(Now , an esoteric
completely personal trans'ition
that even my analyst has not
bungled with) i am talking about
entertainment. where in Boston?
everywhere if you can see it.
if you can work past the
southeast distressway, or wind
your way up the arborway and
the jamaica way, or quietly
sneak in or route 9, Boston
holds many early evening places
of entertainment, at which you
can catch an early set or at least
a substantial part of the evenings
performance before a guick
dinner and a rush back for
curfews. (Speed is ll1l essential
part of the BSC trip to

New Constitution
for Great Hill
Men's Residence
In a recent interview, Al
Handy, President. of the Great
Hill Dormitory Council,
announced that he and Norman
Neu hadcomposed a constitution
for the dormitory. President
Handy said they written it to
give students a louder voice. in
the making of the dorm rules.
"Up until now" , Handy
said, "rules had been made up in
an arbitrary manner by the dean
of men. The dorm council had
no real power and could only
bargain with the Dean of Men
over rules they might want
changed."
At present , this same system
now exists since the constitution
has n'ot yet been made public.
Pres. Handy said that it would
be as soon as a few technical
revisions wer.e made and he had
it printed.
In order to gain support for
the constitution, Pres. Handy
hopes to have it approved by the
S.C.A. In order to become
effective, however, it must be
approved by Mr. Deep, the Dean
of Mel.l and Dr. Shea, the Dean
of Stunents.
After ap'proved by the
proper authorities , the
constitution will be subject to
student ratification. If it is
satisfy, Pres. Handy says it will
go into effect at the beginning of
the second quarter of this

elves

semester. All necessary elections
for new offices will take place a
week or two after the
constitutions inception.

Unite

The executive branch
constitutes an executive council
composed of a president,
treasurer, v-ice president,

•
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Boston- thethril.1you know).
The Boston Tea ' Party
(f ormerly the Ark) at 16
Landsowne St., Boston; the
Improper Bostonian; at 74
Warrenton St. Boston; The Jazz
Workshop at 733 Boylston St.
Boston, are 3 places with a
variety of musical entertainment
and shows that you can see most
of and, yet, safely race the state
police back to the BSC dorms.
L;tst week you could have
caught Bo Diddley, Chuck
Berry, Daddy Warbux and the
Fa b ulous Farquahrs, Roland
Kirk and Muddy Waters.
This week Muddy Waters is

still . at the Jazz Workshop thru
Sunday. Jay Guiles Blues Band,
Lenny Mack, and The Move are
at the Boston Tea Party. And no
one knows what The Improper
Bostonian is doing. (Hey, did
you hear that Club 47 might
re-open if they've enough coin).
So if you are privileged to
have a late curfew (or if you can
safely circumvent the rules in
the tradition of sneakiness) you
can have. an entertaining,
relaxing, fun time of it in Boston
. .. So don't rush things ... As
the old women who lived in a
shoe said, "Speed kills", or "Go
to your toe, dummy."

New Era for Union
until the October meeting which
will be held at Bridgewater on
October 9 at 10 :00 a.m.
A discussion of the
twice-annual conference ensued
un til it was decided that
Framingham would hold it first
semester, North Adams second
semester and Bridgewater first
semester next year
The format of the
No action could be taken on conference will center around
the proposed amendments to the unity with the main goal to
Union Constitution because all provide more money for the
the colleges had not yet St~te College System.
submitted them to their Legislatures will be invited to
Councils. Framingham and the conference and the aim will
North Adams passed all the be to sell the idea of the State
proposed amendments, while College System to the legislature
Worcester passed all except Art . . and to the public. A complete,
VII, Section A, concerning the detailed report of all the State
time of elections and induction Colleges will be compiled
of Union officers. The election beforehand and used for
of this year's officers was tabled reference.

FRAMINGHAM ... The Union
of Massachusetts State Colleges
had its first meeting of the
'69-'70 academic year Sunday,
at Framingham State College.
SCA President, J. Robert
Mancini and State College
Coordinator, Scott Bennett
attended representing
Bridgewater.

HELP SUPPORT A VIETNAMESE CHILD
Do Quoc Dat is a 7 year old
Vietnamese boy who lives in the
slums of Saigon. The child has
been adopted through the Foster
Parent Plan and is supported by
donations from Bridgewater
students. Dat will be provided
with food, clothing and
education until he is sixteen
years old. The Foster Parent
Plan supports the child for
$16.00 a month. There is a
collection center in the
Commuter's Lounge in the Ad
Building. All donations are
gratefully appreciated.

secretary and five floor
members, one elected from each
floor, elected by the members of
their floor.
The four officers will be
elected as now, by all the
students in the dorm. The
executive branch will oversee the
general running of the dorm and
will bring all bills before the
legislative assembl},.
The legislative branch will
consist of all students in the
dorm. Each man will have an
equal vote on all bills brought
before it and all bills will be
subject to its approval.
A quorum of two thirds
the members present will
required for a meeting.
majority of two thirds of
members will be required
order for an amendment to
added to the constitution.

Boston

of
be
A
all
in
be

The judicial branch will
consist of a court composed of
five members. These judges will
be appointed by the executive
council. The judges will elect
one member from among
themselves to continue to sit on
the bench the following year.
This court will act in
conjunction with the S.C.A.
Judiciary Committee in that if a
student is found guilty by the
Dorm Court, he may appeal the
decision before the S.C.A.
Judiciary Court.
President Handy said the
constitution at Salem State
functions very well and that
there was no reason why it could
not work here at Bridgewater as
long as it had the students
support.

Teacher's Strike Outcome
by Dawn Hutchinson
The teachers' mam purpose
was to acquire supplies and
conditions
to
teach.
On
Professional Day last year the
main topic was salary which was
then
solved.
The
school
committee would not arbitrate
but now there are grievance and
arbitration procedures which
must be complied with.
Contempt
charges were
presented against only a percent
of the striking teachers, hoping
to force them back to school.
The judge who handled their
cases stated that the school
committee and the teachers were
equally to blame.
The school committee was
using unfair labor practices by
accepting a petition and sending
teachers letters concerning their
vote against the former wage
offer.
The estimate of damages for
the strike is $100,000 and will
be equally paid for by the school
committee and the teachers. The
National Education Association
hopes to set up a Teachers'
Rights Fund to supply the
money in such cases.
The salary scale for a
bachelor's degree is now set in
ten steps from $6400 to $9800.

Added to this are various other
sums which are $500 for a
Master's in Education and $600
for a Master's in the teacher's
field of teaching. Also a teacher
will receive $50 for 10 years
teaching in the New Bedford
school system; $100 for 20
years; $200 for 30 years and
$300 for 40 years.
Sick leave allowed for the
teachers per year is 12 days
which can accumulate up to 110
days. Upon retirement a teacher
will receive $5 per day of his
accumulated sick leave.
The present contract will
run for two years, which was
disputed between one and three
years, opening on salary but
allowing for a study committee
for guidance, audio visual aids
testing, etc.
'
Each teacher is paid for 180
days of classes but must go to
orientation
and
debriefing
without pay. Every day, teachers
must be at their school 15
minutes before classes start and
stay 30 minutes aftt!{ class for a
make-up or discipline period.
During the day all teachers will
have an unassigned period on
duty, free lunch period.

